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Abstract 
Deep in the rainforest the lyre bird does two things: scratches in soil and sings, mimics what it heard, 
finds worms and songs, all the spoil 
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Deep in the rainforest the lyre bird 
does two things: scratches in soil 
and sings, mimics what it heard, 
finds worms and songs, all the spoil 
of a world which runs two ways 
one down to ruin and rot, the other up 
to the sun with words of praise 
remembered hymns, and some made up 
like flowers offering pollened bells 
from creeper roots deep in dead silence. 
I know from familiar smells 
the farm eat's here as well, its violence, 
like our own, a trace of emerald feathers 
down the track. No matter what is tried, 
the lazy assassin in all weathers 
lies in wait for the earth-bound singing tribe, 
our only consolation the songs we learned, 
and the few we made up out of dirt. 
I woke this morning, the forest burned, 
the dream black, and the cat curled in my shirt. 
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